This paper presents the topic of combined UAV design and path planning using biobjective optimization. Two optimization models, integrated and decomposed, are developed and solved for path planning and design optimization of UAVs. Both models minimize a weighted sum of risk and time. The risk is based on a simulation of a UAV's crash after it loses power and is estimated by computing an expected number of on-the-ground human population fatalities which are located at or near the UAV crash site. The flight time is computed for the UAV as it travels from a start to an end point. The integrated model solves the design and path planning optimization problem all-at-once. The decomposed model has two subproblems: one for the design optimization of UAV and another for its path planning optimization. A new decomposed method for solving the path planning subproblem while considering the design optimization subproblem is presented, which solves the path planning subproblem for a discrete graph. Results for this new method are compared to an integrated all-at-once approach that does not treat the design and path planning subproblems separately, which can indicate the method proposed is less vulnerable to local minima in the path planning optimization subproblem.
I. Introduction
There are several potential benefits to combining UAV's design and path planning optimization problems. Optimizing a path for a fixed design or optimizing a design for a fixed path can yield solutions that are inferior to those found by optimizing the design and the path together. Additionally, the ability to adjust the design as well as the path during optimization can allow for a wider variety of solutions to multi-objective UAV optimization problems as changes to a design can allow for a much wider possible range of values for objective functions than would be possible with changing only the path.
Previous works have considered the issue of path planning for the purposes of minimizing risk to third parties or other safety related objectives. Medeiros and Da Silva [1] constructed a visibility graph around highly populated areas and then used discrete path planning algorithms such as Dijkstra's algorithm to generate paths by solving the shortest path problem. Narayan et al. [2] considered a trajectory optimization approach for the problem of optimizing multiple objectives using weighted sum methods and dynamic programming. Rudnick-Cohen et al. [3] compared multiple methods for risk-based path planning for a given UAV. They used Monte Carlo simulations of a flight dynamics model to determine a crash location distribution, which was used to estimate the expected fatalities of a flight over inhabited areas. Their results showed that a network approach, combined with a greedy algorithm to improve the best path on the network, generated high-quality solutions more quickly than other approaches tested. For a more in depth survey of methods for UAV path planning in general, consult [4] .
Although there has been little work looking into the specific problem of combined UAV design and path planning optimization, there have been several works that have considered issues related to this problem. Kallrath [5] discussed mixed integer programming solutions to production planning and network design problems in the process industry, which have some similarities to design and path planning problems. There are some similarities also to the work done on design and control optimization [6] , in that both the design of a system and how the system moves were both optimized. Nigam and Kroo [7] studied the optimization of both the design and mission of a UAV (or multiple UAVs) for surveillance tasks using an approach based around coordinating two optimizers to solve two subproblems that decompose the primary problem being considered with a third coordinating "system-level" optimizer. The approach American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics described by Rastegar et al. [5] avoids having the two optimizers directly interact; instead, the third optimizer mediates any conflicts between them. In this paper we also consider a similar decomposition scheme using two separate subproblems. That is, instead of solving the problems independently, we will present a new algorithm which takes advantage of the coupled nature of the subproblems in order to solve the path planning subproblem while keeping it independent from the aspects of the design optimization subproblem that would normally compromise the optimality of typical methods for path planning. We will also discuss what these aspects of the design optimization subproblem are and the situations where they can cause a conventional path planning method to arrive at suboptimal solution for the combined path planning and design optimization problem.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II defines the problem, including the objectives considered and the specific scenario under consideration. Section III discusses the two models that are considered and compared. Section IV details the approach used to implement these models. This includes a description of the algorithm proposed for solving the path planning subproblem while the UAV design is considered and also a description of the issues the can arise in attempting to use a conventional path planning method. Section V presents the scenario we used for testing the two models, results from applying each of the models to that scenario and a discussion of the results. Section VI presents some concluding remarks and directions for future research.
II. Problem Definition
The problem specifically considered in this work is to find the optimal design and path for a UAV travelling from College Park Airport in College Park, Maryland, to Virginia Tech Executive Airport in Blacksburg, Virginia. The UAV design consists of the speed that the UAV will be flying along the path and the wing reference area of the UAV. Two objectives were optimized using a weighted sum method to convert the optimization problem into a single objective optimization form in order to generate a Pareto frontier. The two objectives considered were the time needed to traverse the path from starting point to the destination and the risk to the human population on the ground associated with that path. The time objective was based off the assumption that speed of the UAV would remain constant throughout the flight, thus defining it as simply being the length of the path divided by the speed of the vehicle. The risk objective was defined using the risk metric defined in [3] . The crash location probability distribution was parametrized in terms of the design variables under considerations, which was used to optimize the risk objective. The crash location distributions used in the model were generated by running Monte Carlo simulations of an unpowered UAV crashing such as the ones done in [3] . Multiple distributions were generated for different design variable combinations, the parametrization used these distributions to estimate the distribution for arbitrary design variable combinations within the bounds of the design variables using Delaunay triangulation. For the exact formulae for the objectives used see [3] .
III. Proposed Model
We solved and compared results from two different models, which are described in Sections A and B. In both models we considered the bi-objective problem of minimizing the risk associated with a path and a design and the time needed to traverse the path.
A. Integrated Model
The first model considers design and path planning optimization problem in an all-at-once (AAO) model. This model defines the flight path as a path that travels through a finite number of waypoints and then treat the coordinates of those waypoints as design variables. This model also considers the design of the UAV. This approach allows for the use of standard optimization techniques, making this a fairly conventional approach to attempt to solve the problem as a single (integrated) optimization problem.
B. Decomposed Model
The second model entails separating the problem into two subproblems, a design subproblem and a path planning subproblem, both of which have the same objective functions. There are two sets of design variables: D X , for the UAV design variables, and P X , for the UAV path design variables (i.e., coordinate of waypoints) located between the start and end points. The objective function is ( )
f X X . In this model, the two subproblems interact by solving the design optimization subproblem for partial and complete solutions to the path planning subproblem and then feeding those solutions back into the algorithm we have developed for solving problems of this type. The structure of this decomposed model is depicted in Figure 1 . American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
IV. Approach
With the proposed decomposed approach, it is not possible to use a typical graph-based method such as Dijkstra's algorithm [8] for solving the path planning sub-problem. This is because it is possible that the optimal design and path for reaching a location on the optimal path from the starting point to the goal will not be part of the optimal path to reach the goal. This situation can occur when the optimal design to reach the goal may need to compensate for some part of the optimal path to reach the goal that is not part of the optimal path to a location on the optimal path to the goal. Consequently the optimal path to reach that location on the optimal path may not be a section of the optimal path to reach the goal.
To get around this issue we developed a new algorithm for handling the path planning subproblem that was capable of accounting for the issues introduced by the capability of the design to change. We can provide a brief high level description of this algorithm as follows. The algorithm works by first using Dijkstra's algorithm, with each edge cost being determined for the optimal path to that edge as determined by solving the design optimization problem. Once a path is found that connects the start node to the goal node, alternate paths from the start to the goal are generated by merging the paths that Dijkstra's algorithm has found with a path from the start to the goal and solving a design optimization subproblem for the resulting path from the start to the goal. As this is done for nodes, they are removed from the part of the graph being considered by the Dijkstra's algorithm portion of this approach. This causes the algorithm to search alternate paths to nodes, which accounts for the issue of past edges becoming sub-optimal choices due to edges located further ahead in the path.
To describe the specific algorithm used for the decomposed approach the following definitions and step by step process are provided:
Node: Represents a location that a path can travel through, keeps track of the best partial or complete solution that involves a path traveling through it. Solutions Lists: Lists of nodes that depend on other nodes in the solution list for their best solutions, the algorithm will not consider edges that connect to nodes in the same solution list when generating candidate solutions Edge: Represents that it is possible to travel from the start node of the edge to the destination node of the edge. Partial Solution: A solution that consists of an incomplete solution to the path planning problem (in the form of an incomplete path that starts from either the start or end node and does not reach the other node) and a solution to the design problem. Complete Solution: A solution that consists of a complete solution to the path planning problem (a path that travels from the start node to the end node) and a solution to the design optimization problem.
Steps:
1. Initialize two partial solution lists, 1 for the start node and 1 for the goal node, each list should only consist of a single node at this point. 2. For each edge of each node in each solution list that does not go to another node in that solution list, compute the partial or complete optimal solution by solving the design problem for that edge. For complete solutions, determine the path by taking the start nodes path up until that node occurs in its path and then go to the destination node's path starting from where the destination node is in its path. Add solutions that are better than a node's current best known solution to this list of candidate solutions. 
V. Results
A version of the AAO model was implemented for a small number of waypoints. In the model, risk is determined by determining a distribution of possible UAV crash locations and evaluating the risk level, as defined in [9] . For the population density data needed for the model, data from the US census was used. The risk was evaluated along with path segments, which are straight lines between waypoints. To evaluate the risk along the path being followed, the risk was calculated at multiple points along each segment of the flight path in order to approximate the value of the risk along the entire segment. Flight time was calculated by dividing the length of the path by the airspeed. For the integrated model, three waypoints were considered along with the airspeed (V) and the wing reference area (S) of the vehicle. The start point was the College Park, Maryland airport and the destination was Virginia Tech Executive Airport in Blacksburg, Virginia. The locations of the two points relative to the region under consideration can be seen in Figure 2 . Figure 2 also depicts the grid that was used for the decomposed approach. The upper and lower bounds were set to keep the waypoints within a box enclosing the region being considered and to keep design variables within the range of values used for Monte Carlo simulation. The initial conditions used for optimization were a straight line path for the waypoint variables, an airspeed of 50 m/s, and a wing reference area of 16.17 m 2 . Optimization was done using MATLAB's fmincon [10] function for the integrated model.
For the decomposed approach a 40×16 node grid was created and then pruned to remove any nodes outside the states that were being considered in the grid. The initial solution for the design problem was the same as the one that was used for the integrated approach.
For both models, the integrated and decomposed, 11 equally spaced weights between a 100% and 0% weighting on the risk objective and the time objective were used to generate a range of solutions for different objectives. The results from this are provided in Figure 3 . 
Design variables
Waypoint coordinates Objectives Figure 3 for integrated approach Table 1 depicts the design variable values for the solutions shown in Figure 3 for the integrated approach. The variables x1, x2, x3 and y1, y2, y3 describe the 3 waypoints in terms of their longitudes (x) and latitudes (y). As expected most solutions are close to the upper bound for speed (70 m/s) as currently no constraints are being enforced that can limit the speed based off any of the other design variables and the objective function used for risk can be reduced by reducing the time needed to traverse a path, which is minimized by maximizing the speed of the UAV. Several solutions did deviate from the maximum speed allowed, indicating that the optimal solution is not necessarily always to travel at the maximum possible speed. Variations in the optimal wing reference area indicate that while there may not exist a specific trend, it was possible to reduce the risk for a given path by adjusting the wing reference area. The lack of a trend here is expected, as adjusting the wing reference area will change the shape of the crash location distribution, but the optimal shape of the distribution will depend on the population distribution along the path taken, meaning that the optimal wing reference area for a specific path could be significantly different depending on what sort of distribution is best for that path. These results demonstrate the capability for this type of optimization for generating a variety of solutions for multiobjective problems as the variation in the wing reference area in conjunction with the variation of the waypoint locations create a clear trade-off between time and risk. Figure 3 for the decomposed approach. The decomposed approach is capable of generating superior solutions in terms of the risk objective as unlike the integrated approach the decomposed approach will not get stuck and local optima and will thus actually reach globally optimal solutions for both objectives. However, the solutions generated are restricted to remaining on the grid, which prevents the solutions from taking the most direct possible routes to the goal, consequently the integrated approach is able to generate solutions that take more direct paths to the goal and thus solutions that are more optimal with respect to the time objective. This can be seen in Figure 4 , as the solutions for the decomposed approach are forced to make small detours instead of following a direct straight line path. The results from Table 2 also indicate different trends in terms of the optimal design variables in that the results for the decomposed approach indicate the existence of an ideal point for the design optimization problem. The optimal wing reference areas all tended to be near the initial condition chosen for that variable, which is likely due to the presence of a local optimal located there. A possible cause for this may be that the optimal wing reference area may be very sensitive to the locations of the waypoints that make up the path, since the decomposed approach does not have the ability to make small adjustments to where it places waypoints since its path is defined between elements located on a grid. Figure 4 also provides a comparison of the paths generated by the different approaches. As can be seen, the more globally optimal solutions that the decomposed approach generates for the cases with a heavier weight on risk follow fundamentally different paths than the solutions generated by the integrated approach for those weights. As discussed before, the cause for this is due to the integrated approach getting stuck at local optima, which keeps it from finding more globally optimal solutions such as the ones found by the decomposed approach. A major difference between the paths generated by the two methods is that the paths generated by the integrated approach cross over into West Virginia, while the paths generated by the decomposed approach remain inside the 2 states (Maryland, Virginia) plus Washington D.C. under consideration for this scenario. This is due to the fact that the integrated approach has to use a bound constraint to limit the region where waypoints can be placed, which leads to a section of West Virginia being present in the feasible region for waypoint placement. However, with the decomposed approach, it is possible to always restrict the paths under consideration to stay within the 3 states being considered as by not placing nodes outside those states the paths found will never be able to go outside them.
VI. Concluding Remarks
A new algorithm was presented for solving path planning subproblem within a decomposed approach for solving path planning and design optimization subproblems. The decomposed approach was able to find more globally optimal solutions than an integrated approach, though it did suffer some restrictions that resulted from the discrete nature of how it determined the optimal path. Future work on this topic will likely include the development of approaches that can handle constraints that relate the design variables of both subproblems, methods for refining the size of the grid used for the path planning subproblem inside the algorithm to reduce computational cost and consideration of additional design variables relating the physical design of a UAV and its operating parameters.
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